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When we consider recent scholarship on audience, we discover competing

emphases. Linda Flower and Carol Berkenkotter, for example, have emphasized

that, during composing, writers will often conjure up images of actual and

potential readers, using such audience representations both to gain a

clearer sense of their purposes in writing and to gauge the effects of

various composing decisions. Flower has even suggested that such audience

awareness distinguishes an entity called "reader-based prose" from one she

calls "writer-based prose." On the other hand, Douglas Park has e-,own us

that much written discourse has no particular audience other than that

defined by the social relationship established by the text itself. And

George Dillon asserts that essayists write "for 'the unknown reader.'" "The

expository essay," Dillon explains, "is unsituated to an extreme degree: ,he

reader and writer do not know each other, communicate only via the written

page, and do not belong to any special group." To write an expository

essay, then, a writer must be able to address a "general audience," one that

is presumably too large and indefinite to be readily defined or analyzed.

Finally, there are those who would remind us that we often write as

much for ourselves as for others. Nearly twenty years ago, Janet Emig

described the "reflexive mode" as one in which "the chief ow:Lance is the

writer himself," perhaps influenced by social psychologist George Herbert

Mead, who insisted that "reflexiveness--the turning back of the experience

of the individual upon himself . . . is the essential condition for the

development of mind." The "refle-dvists" would argue that one can be one's



own audiencenot only when keeping journals and pouring out exploratory

drafts, but at times even when preparing more finished pieces--for which

they may later seek out (or even hope to create) a readership. Most

recently, Peter Elbow has even constructed a thorough Argument for Ignoring

Audience, explaining why "writerbased prose is sometimes better than

readerbased prose." Perhaps Linda Flower's dichotomy has been too rigidly

drawn.

If we want students to Itarn to write for a general audience, they must

be able to address unknown readers, many different people they have never

met and may know relatively little about. To do so successfully. I believe,

they will need to learn when to consider audience and when to ignore it--and

how to shuttle back and forth between these two ways of working; The secret

o helping students develop the ability to address unknown readers is to

understand the interconnectedness of writing for others and writing for

oneself. As Elaine Maimon put it while speaking at Rutgers last week, there

is an essential "interrelationship between selfexploration and public

statement." This is true in an even more immediate sense than many of us

may have envisioned, for, as I hope to show, unless writers have learned how

to interweave the public and the private, they will not be able to write

Well for a general audience.

There is good reason to challenge our students to take on the rigors of

addressing broad audiences, to experience the difficulties of thinking

through a subject deeply enough to be able tO appeal to a diverse and partly

unknown audience. Yet how do we help them do s . While they may want to

imagine what various members of their public audience might be like, the

traditional advice to define, analyze, and accommodate one's audience wiII

bá of limited help here. The audience for such writing is too diverse,

exists as much within the writer as outside, and must to some degree be
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created out of that writer's half-formed intentions rather than simply

identified and then accommodated. Yet it is certainly no more helpful

simply to tell students to go ahead and "write for readers in geheral." As

Peter EIbow points out, When students are asked to write to reedert th0y

have not met or cannot imagine, such as 'the general reeder' bt 'the

educated public,' they often find nOthing tb say except cliches theY knoW

they don't even quite believe."

What can we do to help theh? My research into the ways successful

student writers think about their readers suggests that the first stet> it: to

free ourselves from an inappropriately narrow audience paradigM. That

paradigm, relevant only to relatively restricted writing situations, such as

the preparation of institutional memos and reports, conceives of the

Writer's audience as a predefined set of readers that is essentially uniform

a d unchanging. It also emphasizes the differences botween a writer's

knowledge and beliefs and those of readers. Yet my work with successful

student wriiers composing essays over time to be published to their college

community reveals a more flexible working concept of audience. These

writers did not maintain uniform audience representations; rather, they

tended to consider many different potential readers at different times.

They considered fellow :students and teachers, liberals and conservatives,

sympathetic readers and hostile ones. One of them even considered not only

the immediate campus audience but the extended, potential audience she might

reach if her essay were eventually published as an article beyond the

campus.

Nor did these proficient student w7iters maintain a static senge of

audience. Instead, they revised dramatically their sense of who they were

addressing, allowing their final audience definitions to gradually evolve as

they planned, wrote, and rewrote their essays. One student, for example,



started o t seeing most of her readers as apathetic and resistant, yet she

ended by prominantly including much more sympathetic and congenial readers.

Though we usually speak of audience as if it were preset and unmalleable,

these successful student writers tended to treat audience aS subject to

revision, to let it, like focus and purpose, develop and evolve during

composing. (For a more detailed discussion, see my "The Evolving

Audience.")

The third factor in the narrow audience paradigm emphasizes differences

between writers and their readers. Much clattroom talk about audience

understandably reflects a concern that etudent writers may forget that many

of their readers will not necessarily Share their own perspectives and

assumptions. But the student writers I worked with did not in practice

always maintain a sharp division between themselves and their readers. Of

course, they did not assume that their readers would know beforehand what

they had in mind or that these readers would spontaneously share their own

assumptions or attitudes. In fact, they worked very hard to ensure that

their lines of thought were clear, their arguments and examples convincing,

and thir images and details vivid and evocative. Yet this had little to do

with their sense of who in particular their audiences were.

In fact, these writers often took over the roles ordinarily associated

with their audiences. One student expressed no consciousness of any

audience other than himself. don't know who my reader iS," he explained

when finally asked directly. "Myself, I guesS. I'm writing it hoping it

will get me to do something. And later he said he had realized that "I let

the audience come to me." Another deScribed herself early on as "following

nit the thread of my own thought and later at writing "to find out what I

believe and why I believe it" and as "trying to find out about things that I

take for granted." Still later she explained that "I'm not doing this for
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the reader's edification: I'm doing it more for my own." At the end of the

process she declared that all her detailed concerns about the reader that we

had uncovered were really her own concerns: "These are almost me," s e said.

"I'm taking me and dividing me up into reader, you know, concerns of mine."

And dUring CoMPOSing two of the students each gradually came to address

an ideal reader who was clearly a self projection: they saw themselves as

trying to appeal to hopedfor readers who, I came to realize, were actually

idealized versions cf themselves; In working on their r.ssays, then, these

students were not always making a sharp demarcatien between themselves and

the public audience they hoped to reach. In fact, writing for unknown

readers may be seen as the writer's search for common ground, for a set of

beliefs and assumptions writers may share with their readers.

When we reread a draft of an essay, we sometimes imagine how it might

read to a friend or colleague, a sympathetic or critical reader. At other

times, though, we just read it as ourselves trying to gauge the overall

impression it makes on us. We try to read it as if we were coming upon it

fresh, but we are not necessarily roleplaying any particular external

reader. In fact, there is an essential interdependence between reading as

the other and reading as oneself, one mode inevitably slipping unnoticed

into the other. For example, I think about the fact that what I am saying

will sound pretty odd and unconvincing to some of my readers. This makes me

wonder how I can get such readers to even consider my perspective, and this

in turn leads me to reconsider more carefully just why I hold this

perspective. And I'm off, developing more precisely just why I view the

issue as I d . Thus, by considering the potential objections of others to

what we are trying to say, we begin to see the ramifications of our own

ideas: we develop our own views by considering the likely responses and

concerns of others. This, I take it, is what Michael Polanyi meara wrier in
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PersonalKnowledge he claims that the writing of that entire complex study

iS "a systematic course in teaching myself to hold my own beliefs." In this

dense, writing well for oneself depends upon writing for others.

But the opposite is also true. In at least three ways, writing well

f r others depends upon writing for oneself; First of all, by trying to

figure out what we believe and why we believe it, we gradually diSCOVer What

we have to say to others; As Richard Hoggart has said, "We best Speak t

others when we forget them and concentrate on trying to be straight tOWArds

our own experience, in the hope that honestly seen experiehOe beCOMOS

exchangeable." Second, by reading their emerging teXtS for them8elveS0

writers discover further things to say to others. AS Mead plAir it, "Ue are

continually following up our own address to Other persons bY an

understanding of what we are saying, and using that understanding in the

direction of our continued speech." And third, when revising a completed

portion of ttxt, we test the likely effects of our words on another reader

by becoming our own readers. As Mead says, the writer "can only test his

rebultt in himself by seeing whether these words do can out in him the

responice he wants to call out in others." One often writes for oneself in

order to communicate to others, t1.2n, just as by addressing others one may

speak powerfully to oneself.

Once we understand this interdependence, we are in a better position to

appreciate the role of audience during revising. All too often studentS are

misled into thinking that the purpose of keeping intended readers in mind

when rereading drafts in progress is solely to ensnre that what they have

written is not likely to offend or disappoint these readers. Ond vary fine

textbook, for example, explains that writers must repeatedly measure the

looks, the sounds, the flow, the sense, the structure of their evolving

draft against the tastes and expectations of their intended readers." I
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agree that writers must consider the "tastes and expectations" of intended

readers. However, mvich more than this is at stake 4ere. Writers do use

their sense of audience functionally to help them maintain what John Ciardi

has called "an outside eye, to help them get a good, clear reading. Yet

what they are checking for is not ao much whether the text is well adapted

to the tastes and expectations of intended readers as whether it 13, aa

Gabriel DellaPiana says, "congruent with [their] image of what the piece oi

Writing is intended to accomplish." The goal during revision is a better

and better fit between the text and the writer's unfolding intentions. If

writers never read their drafts with other readers in mind, they may never

get a clear measure of what is there and what is not yet there. However, if

writers let concerns over the tastes and expectations of intended readers

dominate, they may lose track of the main purpose in reading it in the first

place. Surely too restricted a sense of readers' expectations is

particularly inappropriate when a writer addresses a broad public audience.

The sort of "breadth" we are looking for when we write for a general

audience is achieved not through divorcing ourselves, our own personal

histories and concerns, from those of the others we would hope to address,

but through building on these very concerns, through multiplying and

expanding these until we have found a viable basis for claiming the interest

of unknown readers. Nicholas Coles and Susan Wall have recently made a

parallel point about the reader responses of adult basic writers. They

write:

We see the move to make multiple identifications and diferentiations as
an important step for our students if they are to connect their
particular histories with the larger context of 'work' in our society.
Academic reading requires this identification across differences. We
would note, however, that this is not the same ability as that implied
by the metaphor of 'decentering.' For the strategies that allow our
students to locate themselves in larger categories and to see their
lives from other points of view are not served well by terms that



implicitly divorce readers from thair feelings of identity with others.

This applies equally to theae same students as writers if they are to

develop their ability to address wider and wider audienceS. They do do in

part through "multiple identifications and differentiationS." That itc, they

ident5fy with potential readers in various ways by differentiating their

potential audiences (and themselves) into a multiplicity of audiences (and

selves). And they do so, not by "decentering, by leaving the self behind,

but through a gradually expanding identification with otherb as both the

self and others become redefined in a process in which the Writer discovers

the common ground he or she may share with previously unknown readers.

I am suggesting, then, that the first step in helping students learn to

write for a broad, public audience requires that we see that the writer's

audience is often a diverse group of dissimilar readers; that it is subject

to revision throughout composing; and that it need not be completely

divorced from the writer's self. While we want students to think in terms

of Actual people reading their words, we do not want to force them to come

up with either narrow or inflexible audience representations. Writers

certainly do often get themselves started by thinking about the people with

whom they are trying to communacate. In fact, when we write it helps to

feel that there will be an interested audience waiting out there for us.

Thinking about different possible readers, too, is one of the most powerful

tools writers use to generate content, strategies, and approaches. But this

ploy actually becomes more effective if many different possible readers are

considerect

We want to encourage student writers to let their Audience

representations evolve. And we can encourage such flexible audience

representations largely by helping students discover how writing to validate

their ideas in others' eyes helps them to clarify their ideas to
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themselves--and vice versa. The power of language lies in the fact that it

is both highly -onventionai and highly individual, both public and private

at once. One of the major appeals of writing is its potential to help us

discover and clarify our own beliefs and, at the same time, see that these

developing beliefs can become the basis for sharing our experiences with

unknown others.
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